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ABSTRACT
For more than half a century, simulation has proven to be a successful companion to decision makers and
analysts around the world, with several packages being successfully used by thousands of modelers, our
team being one of them. Despite great popularity and success, however, there have been issues and shortcomings that may threaten the accuracy and efficiency of the model as a decision-making tool. In this
light, working with simulation for a living requires special requirements in order to ensure success. As
such, there are several experience-based practices that can reverse the negative effect of these issues and
even position simulation at a higher rank among decision-making tools. This shall be a summary of the
issues and shortcomings faced by our simulation team throughout the past ten years (2001 – 2011) followed by a presentation of the team’s best practices, which ultimately lead to a more efficient and streamlined simulation management tool and methodology.
1

INTRODUCTION

Simulation modeling methodology guides the modeler through a series of steps to develop and deliver a
credible decision support solution. These steps start by identifying and defining the problem, developing
a conceptual model, and identifying data requirements. The modeler must build the model, populate it
with data, verify and validate the model, run and analyze the newly-modeled system, build and run whatif scenarios, and sometimes build a graphical user interface for the model. When the model is ready for
decision making, the modeler delivers it to the customer or provides analysis reports from the simulation
scenarios. In both cases, the modeler will always support the developed model via updates, more scenarios, and more analysis reports. There are several commercial simulation software products that vary in
features and options in order to facilitate the simulation methodology, but very few empower the modeler's or the user's post-model development. The general simulation methodology is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: General Simulation Methodology
Our team extended the general simulation methodology to capture the steps practiced after the model's development, including the final delivery to the customer. Figure 2 shows the extended methodology.

Figure 2: Extended Simulation Methodology
Our modeling team developed simulation models using the leading simulation software in the market,
strictly following the simulation methodology described in Figure 2 (above).
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2

ISSUES AND SHORTCOMINGS

A modeler usually builds the simulation model using one of the simulation software programs available in
the market such as Arena, Promodel, Simio, FlexSim, Anylogic, and so on. The modeler uses the simulation software to execute the modeling and analysis steps mentioned above. The time to build the model
varies between modelers as well as their modeling techniques used. In general, most modelers gain modeling experience fast; and having multiple modelers working closely greatly affects their learning curve
and the efficiency of their modeling techniques. In this section, the issues and shortcomings discussed
takes into consideration only experienced modelers in order not to bias the findings with issues due to
lack of modeling experience.
After building the model, the modeler will interact with the model through the simulation software
used, which usually requires time, effort, and precision from the modeler to be able to execute the remaining steps in the methodology before delivering the model or start running simulation scenarios and analysis tasks. For example, if the modeler would like to make any changes in the values of the input parameters, all the model blocks to make any necessary changes must be edited. This task becomes challenging
for more complex models or when the number of changes increases. Some modelers have opted for creating custom-built Excel sheets to manage input and output; however, this still requires considerable set-up
time, usually allowing the user to run only one scenario at a time and demanding programming skills for
more advanced functionalities. The modeler’s issues and shortcomings have direct and indirect impacts
on time, cost, quality, and customer service. These include:
The modeler usually interacts directly with the model in the used simulation software one module
at a time to make any changes in the model logic or data.
The modeler usually interacts directly with the simulation software over several iterations during
the verification, validation, analysis, and running what-if scenarios.
The modeler generates only one output report for each simulation run. This report will be overwritten after each simulation run. Thus, the modeler saves individual reports per run or copies the
output of interest to a third party software.
The modeler could create custom-built Excel sheets and link it to the model. This sheet will act as
an interface which hosts model input and simulation run output. However, the output data will be
overwritten by the last simulation run. Thus, the modeler should save a different version of the
Excel sheet per simulation run or copy the sheet data to another sheet. Also, implementing this
solution requires extra modeling knowledge and effort; for example, with Arena®, the modeler
will need to insert special read/write modules in the model to be able to read from and write to
Excel, in some cases involving programming in VBA to directly link model variables to spreadsheet cells.
The modeler must build custom reports or charts to present the model output, sometimes using a
third party software. In similar manner, the modeler will need to further build the report to compare multiple simulation runs and what-if scenarios. Also, the report must be re-built, sometimes
manually, to accommodate any changes in model output scope (e.g. adding a new output parameter).
The modeler, if required, must run statistical tests (e.g. t-tests, precision tests, correlation analyses) on model output or must compare scenarios, requiring completion of these tests using third
party tools and necessitating custom reports on the findings.
Any modeler other than the original model developer needs the time to be familiar with the model
before making any changes or even running simulation scenarios and generating analysis reports.
The modelers are interrupted by customers each time they need to run a different scenarios or
conduct additional analysis.
The model stakeholders will not be able to use the model or run scenarios without modeler support. The modeler must support the stakeholders and the model during its whole life cycle.
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Similarly, users and decision makers of the model will face some issues, shortcomings, and limitations in using the model, including:
The user relies completely on the modeler to run simulation scenarios or to make any changes to
the model. This may delay utilizing the analysis from the model for decision making in a timely
manner due to resource availability and priorities.
The user receives a separate report for each simulation run. This will demand time for compiling
each report separately and to manually build comparison reports if several scenarios are to be
compared.
The user manually creates comparison reports to be able to compare simulation scenarios side-byside or relies on the modeler to build such comparisons, but at the cost of further stretching the
analysis cycle time.
The user is required to build specific spreadsheets to perform statistical tests in order to compare
the output (e.g. t-test).
It is difficult to focus on specific output parameters unless they are exported separately to a predefined Excel sheet as variables.
All these issues require significant time and effort from the modelers during and after the model development. Support for models becomes a significant time drain and greatly impacts new projects. Often, users and decision makers are delayed in decision making due to modeler's lead time. In addition,
scenarios are often kept to a minimum due to time restraints and cost when the ideal situation would provide more scenarios and variables, achieving maximum results from simulation modeling in a shorter period of time. In reference to these issues, simulation modeling and analysis cycle time becomes significantly high in practice, since these limitations make it time-demanding and a tool that requires too much
effort and specific expertise to be executed successfully. In order for simulation modeling and analysis
to be easier to implement and operate, these issues and shortcomings must be minimized or ultimately
eliminated.
3

OVERCOMING ISSUES AND SHORTCOMINGS, ONE MODEL AT A TIME

Simulation modeling and analysis is the core business of our team. Thus, the issues and shortcomings
were directly impacting our productivity, cost efficiency, and customer service. The management and key
team members have been continuously working to streamline the applied simulation methodology and
deliver better simulation experience to customers. The main focus of this section is to present the team’s
practices and progress within the past decade (2001 – 2011) to overcome the aforementioned obstacles.
All the projects presented below are real-life simulation projects that have delivered valid models and/or
analysis studies. The focus shall be models developed using Arena®.
One of the first simulation models our team developed was a macro-level simulation model for the
Space Shuttle operations held at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). This model was developed to answer
questions regarding processing times and the number of orbiters, processing facilities, vehicle assembly
buildings, launch pads, etc., on the expected flight rate and the utilization of each facility. The model was
developed, and delivered to the customer. The development team was interacting with the model through
Arena. All the required changes in the model data input was done through editing the Arena modules in
the model. The model output was reviewed through Arena crystal reports one scenario at a time. The customer was not able to use the model due to lack of experience in using Arena and requested comparison
reports between some simulation scenarios from the development team. The team executed the simulation scenarios and compiled the comparison reports.
In the second phase of this project, the model was extended and the team decided to develop an Excel
sheet to be used in conjunction with the model. The sheet was used to change model input to ease the task
of running multiple scenarios. Also, the model was programmed to write specific model output to the Excel sheet. The model developers, analysts, and customers all saw the use of the Excel sheet with the model as a step forward in usability and analysis efficiency. However, using the Excel spreadsheet required
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extra effort, albeit in different direction. The model had to be modified by adding read/write modules, defining files, adding attributes and variables, defining the spreadsheet range, adding expressions to allow
multiple module updates, and adding VBA code to communicate with the spreadsheet. Also, the Excel
spreadsheet had to be enriched with some macros, adding some VBA code, and a unique name definition
of the cell range from which data will be read by the model or to which data will be written during/after
the simulation run. At the file management level, the model communicates with only one file with a specific name, so the model will write to the same file every run. Thus, the user had to rename and save a
version of the excel file for each simulation scenario. Despite all extra work, the modeling and analysis
experience was much better than using Arena alone.
The Excel sheet approach has been used after the success with the shuttle model for several projects,
and in each project, the experience was enhanced by adding more macros and VBA code to automate
some of the routine tasks, such as saving the Excel file on a different name after each run, resetting the
excel spreadsheet before running a new scenario, etc. Also, the modeling time with this approach was
shortened such as through use of a generic VBA code and then reusing it between projects. In general, the
Excel approach had success, but it in fact was very limited and bothersome. The team decided to find a
better approach to further enhance the simulation methodology and the experience of the stakeholders.
Building on the shuttle experience, the team developed a Generic Environment for Modeling Future
Launch Operations (GEM-FLO). The model was developed, for the first time, with a standalone graphical
user interface, shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: GEM-FLO Interface
The user interface was developed for use of the analyst and/or the user to customize the generic model and run simulation scenarios. The user interface allowed the users to enter information into the generic
simulation model using domain-specific terminology with only basic knowledge of the simulation model.
Subsequently, this same terminology was used in displaying the output results from running the model.
As the user goes through the process of entering data, a navigation tree is also constructed that reflects the data entered by the user. The tree serves as an organizational view of the data entered and provides easy access to different parts of the model.
After the user enters all model data in the interface, the user is presented with the "run parameters"
window to specify the simulation run length, number of replications, and warm-up period. The user then
runs the simulation models and generates the output report. The user can then save a session file with the
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information entered. This saved session can be recalled to re-run a scenario or to edit and run a different
scenario. The graphical user interface experience was a much better experience than the Excel spreadsheet practiced in earlier projects, according to common project stakeholders. The modelers and analysts
were able to run simulation scenarios and generate output reports easier and faster than with the Excel
spreadsheet. The customers, including those with no simulation or model knowledge, were able to use the
interface to update model information, run simulations, and review output. At the file management level,
the interface enabled the users to save session files and output reports. Developing the user interface required a parallel execution of a software development project that added software engineers to the project
team and exhausted part of the project’s budget. Despite all the extra work and programming, the modeling and analysis experience was much better than using Arena and Excel alone. The custom interface
contributed in overcoming some of the issues and shortcomings mentioned earlier in Section 2.
The approach of building a custom graphical user interface has been used after the success of GEMFLO model for several other models. The interfaces were developed in less time because of the experience gained by the team as well as the reusability of certain parts of the developed software code. Despite the success of the custom interface, as it was originally designed during GEM-FLO project; the team
decided to redesign the interface to further empower the analysts and users.
The team was selected to model the terminal at Orlando International Airport to deliver an end-to-end
model for passenger flow through the terminal. The airport authority requested that the model be used as a
strategic tool as well as an operational decision support tool. The team developed the model and developed a new interface to be used with the model. The interface, named AirSim, was a merge between the
design of the GEM-FLO interface and the spreadsheet interfaces developed for the shuttle model. The interface developed enabled modelers, analysts, and the customer to easily manage scenarios, view multiple
scenario inputs and outputs side by side in a manner similar to a spreadsheet, setup a hierarchy of input
categories, and view output reports with model output including average, half width, min, max, and number of replication for each output parameter. The interface also enabled the users to select the model to
use and setup simulation run parameters. A screenshot of AirSim is shown in Figure 4. AirSim interface
is composed of two frames. The left frame is the model browser, and the right frame has the attributes and
the corresponding data from each operational scenario. Once the different scenarios have been developed,
the users can populate and run multiple scenarios with a single press of a button. Output reporting is enhanced over the GEM-FLO interface as AirSim output reports can be customized only to show the output
for particular functional area or for the whole airport, eliminating the time-consuming task of searching
through the myriad of all statistics provided.
AirSim empowered the modelers, the analysts, and the final user of the model. It allowed customers
with no simulation or model knowledge to do simulation modeling and analysis using AirSim.
The
success of AirSim interface positioned such practice as an excellent solution in overcoming many of the
issues and shortcomings discussed previously. The team decided to develop similar interfaces for future
simulation projects, taking into consideration some of the feedback and recommendations from AirSim
stakeholders.
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Figure 4: AirSim Interface
4

A BETTER SIMULATION EXPERIENCE, THE FRUIT OF THE YEARS

Building on the success of AirSim, the team decided to invest and develop a similar yet generic interface
that can be customized for any simulation model in future projects. A core team was assembled that consists of simulation experts, modelers, analysts, and software engineers to define the requirements of the
generic interface. The team agreed that the main objective of the new design was to deliver a better simulation experience that would limit or ultimately reverse the issues and shortcomings mentioned in Section
3. In that effort, the team conducted several brainstorming sessions to identify features required. The sessions included modelers, analysts, users, customers, and decision makers. The team also gathered the experiences and best practices of past interfaces, the lessons learned from simulation projects, and customer
feedback. The following is the list of requirements along with their benefits that the team formulated for
the interface design:
1. Have a shorter cycle time to build simulation models and run analysis scenarios. This allows the
modeler to deliver results in much less time.
2. Have reduced testing time of the model, which would enable more in-depth verification. This will
enable faster delivery of higher quality models.
3. Have reduced validation time of the model, which will enable more thorough validation testing
and easier validation reporting to customers. This will enable delivering higher credibility models
in less time.
4. Have an easier and faster ability to provide additional simulation scenarios to customers. This
will enable higher customer service levels and better cost efficiency.
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5. Have the ability to enable the model users and customers to run scenarios without relying on the
modelers to do so. This will significantly reduce support time and empowers the users to run the
required analysis and simulation scenarios. It will also enhance the practicality of simulation as a
decision support tool.
6. Have the ability to enable analysts and users to select multiple scenarios at the same time to populate, run, and bring the results back to the tool.
7. Have less risk in making an error when changing model data or running new scenarios. This will
enable delivering higher quality models and analysis reports.
8. Have the ability to allow any modeler to work on the model post-development, to run simulation
scenarios, and to generate analysis reports. This will enable modelers or analysts to work on any
model, thus eliminating the constraint that each modeler runs only the model developed by that
specific modeler.
9. Have no need for building custom user interfaces for the simulation models. This will also eliminate the requirement for software engineers to develop such interfaces, and it will allow cheaper
models to be delivered faster, empowering the modelers throughout the model’s life cycle.
10. Have the ability to enable the modeler to select the model version to connect to the interface, to
build the input hierarchy to easily browse through input parameters, and to select the input parameters to view in the interface.
11. Have the ability to easily generate reports that compare simulation scenarios side by side. This
will enable higher quality analyses through better analysis reports and scenario comparisons. This
will also eliminate the need to extract the simulation run data and build custom analysis spreadsheets in Excel or similar software, which will lead to faster delivery of scenario analysis results.
12. Have the ability to focus on specific output parameters. This will enable the modelers to customize simulation output and analysis to focus on the user’s requirements.
13. Have the ability to rename input or output parameters to better match domain language. This will
minimize the post-delivery requirements of making changes to the language or terms used in the
models and output reports.
14. Have the ability to easily run statistical tests to compare output parameters across simulation scenarios. This will eliminate the need to build custom spreadsheets and mathematical equations to
run statistical tests, which leads to faster and cheaper analysis delivery.
15. Have the ability to provide advice on simulation run parameters such as number of replications,
run length, etc. This will enable users with no simulation experience to run sound simulation experiments.
16. Have the ability between simulation scenarios to highlight the changes in the inputs that lead to
changes in the output .
17. Have the ability to view or hide sections of the input parameters and be able to move their locations as well as between input sections.
18. Have the ability to customize the output parameters by viewing and hiding output categories.
19. Have the ability to build charts of different types and formats to view simulation output and compare simulation scenarios graphically.
20. Have the ability to duplicate a scenario to alter and create a new scenario easily.
21. Have the ability to view or hide scenarios and change the order of the scenarios.
The core team designed the generic interface using the requirement list discussed above. The team
called the interface Ariana, the first version being developed in 2007, fulfilling requirements 1 through
13. Ariana was successfully used in several projects and was ranked by modelers, analysts, and repetitive
customers as the best simulation interface developed by the team. Building on the success of Ariana, the
team later updated the interface in 2010. In the new version, several of the existing features were enhanced in terms of usability, and new features were added, the most important of these fulfilling requirements 14 through 21. Ariana successfully overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings and issues
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in the simulation methodology as well as issues discovered in previous interfaces developed. The current
version of Ariana can be used with any Arena® simulation model without the need to interact with the
simulation model directly. Ariana even starts Arena® in the background and runs selected scenarios,
specifically resulting in the following results being achieved:
Faster delivery of analysis results, reports, and charts.
Faster delivery of valid simulation models by an average of 30%.
Reduction in verification and validation time by an average of 20%.
Delivery of higher quality models and tools.
Significant reduction in model support time by an average of 60%.
Ability to run scenarios and generate output reports without relying on modelers.
Reduced possibility of errors when making changes to the model, 90-100% reduction.
Ability for any modeler or user to run scenarios and generate analysis reports.
Ability to quickly create and run scenarios while also highlighting the data changes between scenarios as well as a selected baseline scenario.
Ability to compare simulation scenarios side by side.
Ability to run simulation scenarios in the background, thus able to run hundreds of scenarios
without being in front of the computer.
Ability to run statistical tests between scenarios: t-tests and highlighting statistically significant
differences.
Ability to focus on specific output parameters.
Ability to quickly rename input or output parameters.
Ariana has been used by two types of users: modeler/analysts, referred to as modelers; and customers/users that not necessarily have simulation or underlying model knowledge, referred to as users. The
modelers build, verify, validate, and deliver simulation models; often, they also do the analyses by using
the model, creating simulation scenarios, comparing scenarios, running statistics tests, and delivering reports. The users, on the other hand, perform analyses through building what-if scenarios, running the simulation models, comparing/analyzing outputs, and generating analysis reports; but the user may not be
the developer of the simulation model. Ariana was developed by utilizing more than ten years of expertise and intensive development of simulation models and simulation-based decision support solutions.
Ariana was developed to fulfill the needs of modelers and customers and to streamline simulation modeling and analysis processes. A screenshot of Ariana 2.0 interface with description of the different interface
sections is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Ariana 2.0 Interface
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